
Hempitecture is the Official US 
Distributor of:



2.795 / inch

Richard | Homeowner, Montana

David | Architect, Montana



NOTE: Because ISOHEMP Blocks are produced in Europe, testing results and dimensions are listed in metric. 
Customer is responsible for conversions.

SKU: BLOCK6

The 6 inch block is the ideal partner in 
important interior rennovations of old buildings 
with large rooms and areas. For example, it is 
used in the conversion of old masonry based 
buildings such as CMU and brick structures with 
poor thermal performance.

Thanks to its high mechanical strength, the 6 
inch block is ideal for exterior renovation. It 
enables the cladding of all types of exterior 
walls and provides an excellent medium for 
renders and cladding

6” THICK BLOCK  
The 6” hemp block has numerous applications, mainly in exterior insulation 
but also in interior insulation, as cladding in hempcrete, or as filling in 
column and bean systems in new builds. It’s mechanical strength and high 
inertia guarantee high thermal comfort in the building.

USA True Dimensions
Hemp Blocks are produced in the EU. 
The true dimensions of BLOCK10 are:

 5.9” x 23.62” x 11.81” 



NOTE: Because ISOHEMP Blocks are produced in Europe, testing results and dimensions are listed in metric. 
Customer is responsible for conversions.

10” THICK BLOCK  
The 10 inch hemp block has numerous applications, mainly in exterior 
insulation but also in interior insulation, or as filling in column and beam 
systems in new builds. The 10 inch hemp block is our highest R value
offering.

SKU: BLOCK10

The 10 inch hemp block enables reaching high 
thermal insulation standards by bringing an 
efficient regulation of the inner temperature 
of the building.

Using the 10 inch hemp block in exterior in-
sulation enables the creation of a fantastic 
insulating thermal envelope. The durability 
of the material ensures excellent support for 
finish renders and cladding.

The 10 inch hemp block makes it possible to 
create insulating envelopes in timber frame 
buildings, as well as infilling and insulating 
concrete and steel column and beam 
systems walls. The 10” block can be used to 
insulate masonry bearing walls.

USA True Dimensions
Hemp Blocks are produced in the EU. 
The true dimensions of BLOCK10 are:

 9.84” x 23.62” x 11.81” 



*2 bags / pallet on average

SKU: MP



Pricing

6” BLOCK = $599 / pallet
$6.44 / SqFt

10” BLOCK = $499 / pallet
$10.73 / SqFt

Mortar = Inquire w/ Qty
TTo order, contact sales@hempitecture.com 
and specify your SKU, total wall square 
footage, and shipping address.



IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
Distributor of:



Why Hemp Blocks?
“Building with hemp blocks from Hempitecture made our 
project quick, easy, with no specialty trades required. We 
knew we wanted a home that was better for us and better 
for the environment. Hempitecture supplied us a solution 
that worked, and we couldn’t be happier”

Mary | Homeowner, Montana



Hempitecture Inc.

323 Lewis St. 
Unit E

Ketchum, ID 83340

Sales@Hempitecture.com

www.Hempitecture.com


